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The human being's task on earth.... Childship to God.... B.D. No. 5490

September 18th 1952

ou humans are given a task on earth but you do not consider this and do not feel accountable as 
to whether you make correct use of your life on earth, that is, whether you live according to 

God's will. But you only have a short time and once you have finished your life on earth, you will  
have no opportunity anymore to accomplish your set task. With immense effort you can certainly still  
ascend in the kingdom of the beyond, yet you will never be able to attain what you could easily have 
attained on earth.... the childship to God, which makes you the most blissfully happy being in the 
spiritual kingdom. You can receive an excessive abundance of light on earth and, after physical death, 
enter the spiritual kingdom as beings of light; for God offers you such an extent of grace that you can 
lose all weakness and work full of strength, providing it is your will. Attaining the degree of light is 
not impossible for anyone, and the fact that it need not be difficult is Jesus Christ's gift of grace, Who 
acquired it for the human race on the cross. Thus anyone can request strength from Him, and every 
person calling upon Jesus Christ will irrevocably reach the goal. But which one of you humans lends 
his ear to the messengers of God when you are informed of this; which one of you humans strives 
consciously towards attaining childship to God on this earth? It only requires you to shape yourselves 
into love, for which the strength will be conveyed to you humans if you seriously want it and appeal to 
Jesus Christ for His support. Very little is expected of you humans but an incredible amount is offered 
to you and, yet, only a few strive for this degree which results in a life of supreme beatitude. You 
should become children of God, desire the Father with all your love, you should adapt yourselves to 
His fundamental nature, that is, become love as well. However, your nature is still governed by too 
much selfish love, and this only considers earthly life but not life after death. You don't ask yourselves 

Y
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why you live on earth, you don't try to ascertain the reason, instead, you look at life as an end in itself  
when, in fact, it is merely the means to an end. For this reason you let your time on earth pass by 
unused, you use your vitality wrongly, i.e. you only use it to attain earthly possessions which are 
transient. But you do not think of your life after death, of the soul's intransience and one day will have 
to pay a bitter price when you realise that you have irretrievably lost something that you could easily 
have won.... However, God respects your will, He neither determines nor forces you, but He always 
warns and admonishes you. Through His servants on earth He constantly informs you of the purpose 
for your existence, He sends messengers to cross your path who shall proclaim His will, He confronts 
you Himself in the form of suffering and adversities and shows you the fleeting nature of earthly 
things.... He leaves no stone unturned in order to lead you into realisation, yet He allows you to keep 
your freedom of choice.... And precisely because of this you will have to justify yourselves to Him, for 
you would be able to reach your goal were you to use your will correctly....

Amen

Childship to God is the object of life on earth....  The Word of 
God.... 

B.D. No. 8367

December 31th 1962

he process across earth as a human being is a greater than great gift of grace from Me; after all, it  
offers you the opportunity to shape yourselves into a child of God, for you once came forth from 

Me as creatures of My will, My love and My strength.... You certainly possessed supreme perfection, 
because nothing imperfect could emerge from Me, even so, you were a mere product of My will 
which could not be any different from how I created it; yet I wanted children which were to create and 
work with Me in supreme beatitude.... You had to strive for and acquire this childship yourselves by 
totally  accepting My will,  even though you also had the freedom to think and want  in complete 
contradiction to My will.... Thus you had to be put to the test; you had to prove your love for Me by 
not accepting any other will than Mine.... This test of will was demanded of you and you did not pass 
it.... You wanted you own way, despite the fact that you were brightly illuminated by the light of  
realisation....  However, you were not forced to think and want like Me and thus you misused this 
freedom of will.... You had once been self-aware beings, but after this wrong decision of will you lost  
your self-awareness because it had been My eternal plan that you nevertheless should one day create 
and work in the same will as Mine in supreme happiness.... You should be able to shape yourselves 
into children of Mine and this necessitated an infinitely long path of development from the deepest 
abyss, which you voluntarily strove for, to the highest peak.... Disintegrated into minute particles you 
travelled this path through all the creations on earth without self-awareness.... until you reached the 
degree of development  in  which you regained your self-awareness  when you lived on earth as a 
human being in order to voluntarily make the right decision of will, but which will then also lead to 
your childship to  God,  which guarantees  you supreme blissfulness.  Making this  right  decision in 
earthly life as a human being will truly not be made too difficult for you because, since I Myself yearn 
for the return of My living creations as My children, I will help you in every possible way to reach the  
goal.... I just must always respect your free will, which has to accomplish this change into a child of 
God.

T

However, I shall do everything in My power to direct your will correctly.... I speak to you Myself, 
and this address has a truly powerful effect, it merely requires your free will again to listen to it.... My 
Word is the greatest gift of grace you may receive from Me, for you once rejected this Word when you 
separated yourselves from Me voluntarily, and it should only be given to you again in your state of 
perfection.... But I grant it to you as a gift, I provide you with an unmerited gift of grace and only  
expect your willingness to accept it. But then you can also be certain that you will attain the goal.... 
the childship to God.... For once you are willing and allow Me to speak to you, My Word has the 
effect that you are ready to fulfil My will and you try, even if you still have to struggle and fight 
because you are weak creatures as long as you still live on earth in an imperfect state.... Yet you can  
recognise My greater than great love which leaves no stone unturned in order to regain you as true 
children so that I can provide you with unlimited bliss.... And if My love for you is so strong, then it  
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will also help every individual living creation, it will not leave them to their own devices..... Only, it  
must not oppose Me again as in the past, and that happens when it refuses to listen to My Word, when  
it rebuffs My messengers or completely and indifferently ignores the greatest gift of grace which can 
be offered to him on earth.... In that case the being will lack the strength for its final ascent, and his 
life on earth as a human being will be pointless and can lead into the abyss again if the human being 
does  not  change  before  his  death....  However,  anything  that  can  be  done  from My side  for  the 
salvation of such souls will indeed be done, for truly, I do not want its downfall, I want everyone to 
become blissfully happy....

Amen

Becoming God's 'children'.... Childship to God.... B.D. No. 7907

June 2nd 1961

t no time ever will I withdraw My love from you, even if you voluntarily stay away from Me....  
one day you will return to Me again because My love will not abandon you. And I will always 

also give you the evidence of My love, I will take care of and provide for you when you live on earth 
as human beings, because I want to gain your love which will unite you with Me again as in the 
beginning. Thus you should never doubt  My love.... But  your love determines the  degree of your 
proximity to Me, it solely depends on your love whether and when the unification with Me will take 
place.  And you demonstrate your love to Me by the degree of your neighbourly love, which you 
should constantly increase if  you want to become perfect. And that, in turn,  necessitates that you 
completely  relinquish  your  selfish  love,  that  you  strive  to  become  engrossed  in  love  for  your 
neighbour, that you unselfishly help your neighbour.... Then you will come ever closer to Me, for with 
every deed of love you draw Me to yourselves, you ascend with every deed of love and establish the 
bond with the Eternal Love.... Then I can be in you Myself, My love will be able to permeate you as in 
the beginning, you will have become and will remain My children for all eternity....

A

And your purpose of earthly life is that you, who once came forth from Me as 'living creations', 
shape yourselves into 'children'. Since you took the path through the abyss and became completely 
devoid of love as a result of your past apostasy from Me, it is a difficult task to shape yourselves of  
your own free will into love again.

It requires a strong will which has to be put into action. The strength to do so repeatedly has to be 
acquired through love or requested from Me through heartfelt prayer.... Hence it is not enough just to 
make declarations of love to Me, but it also requires deeds of love in order to receive this strength, but 
then it also results in a steady move towards Me.

As soon as a person voluntarily opens his heart in order to allow himself to be illuminated by the 
strength of My love his heart will be ever more willing to love, and one day he will achieve his  
objective: he will attain the childship to God as soon as his life is an uninterrupted activity of love in 
utter unselfishness....

But only few will achieve this degree of love on earth, because a person's own Self still comes first,  
because it requires great effort for the human being to give up all wishes and longings for the sake of 
the next person; since the soul has to purify itself completely during its earthly life, and this requires a 
high degree of love and frequently a considerable measure of suffering too, so that the soul is entirely 
purged when it departs from this earth. Then they will have matured into true children of God and 
have already found unification with Me on earth, they will have shaped themselves of their own free 
will into 'children', which I could not create for Myself.... But anyone who seriously strives for this, 
who time and again in profound humility pleads for My blessing, who already feels like My child, will 
not slow down in his endeavour and reach his goal....

But he has to be filled by love for Me, not by the desire for utmost beatitude.... and his love for Me 
will then also constantly heighten the degree of neighbourly love.... However, he only demonstrates 
his love for Me through his neighbourly love.... I want to teach you all to become My children, and all 
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of you should also feel as if you were My children, otherwise you won't establish the right kind of  
relationship with your Father of eternity, from Whose love you emerged. You just should not forget 
that you are on earth in order to become My children, and that you therefore constantly have to make 
an effort.... But once you are My children then I can and will take you from earth, because then you 
will have achieved the goal for which I created everything.... utmost perfection in free will....

I repeatedly have to bring this difference home to you in order to motivate you into utmost striving, 
for as long as you walk across this earth My adversary also has an influence on you, and as long as 
My adversary can still influence you he will also know how to stop you from becoming completely 
engrossed in neighbourly love, because as long as unspiritual substances are still in you, your body 
still has earthly longings, your selfish love has not yet been entirely conquered, and the human being 
still has to fight against these. But completely rising above them also ensures him a high degree of 
love, and then the unity with Me can take place, then the Father will draw His child to Him and will  
never ever leave it again....

Amen

Knowledge about goal and purpose.... Childship to God.... B.D. No. 5222

September 29th 1951

ou are destined to become children of God and can indeed reach that goal. However, are you 
humans at all aware of your goal, your purpose on this earth? And is it not your own fault that  

you don't know anything about it? Are you not living a way of life which cannot result in any kind of  
realisation for you? Are you not spiritually blind? And thus you seriously ought to ask yourselves why 
you are ignorant and I will give you the answer: You lack the love which guides you into realisation.... 
For love is the key to wisdom, love is the light which illuminates your spirit.... Love guides you into 
truth  and,  as  soon as  you live  in  love,  the  goal  and your  purpose  will  come clear  to  you.  The 
knowledge of it can certainly also be conveyed to you if you live an earthly life without love.... It will  
also be conveyed to you in order to awaken your sense of responsibility, yet you will never believe 
what you are told even if it is the truth, because without love you lack the power of realisation.... This 
is why My Word, if it is preached to you, will remain unsuccessful and not be taken seriously by you 
until you become lovingly active of your own accord.... Consequently, love must be preached first and 
anyone taking this sermon to heart will grow in realisation and also be able to believe what he is 
taught. You are all destined to attain childship to God, to attain an exceedingly blissful state in an 
abundance of light and strength.... You are destined for this, but you can never be forcibly placed in 
this state by Me, because it requires your free will to become a true child of God, My image, which 
can create and shape like Me in blissful happiness. For this reason it is so extraordinarily difficult to 
persuade you humans without forcing your will to aspire towards this highest goal. This can only be 
achieved if you live in love, because then you will also know about your origin, your imperfect state 
and your ultimate goal, for then you will recognise what you had been, what you are now and what 
you shall become again.... You can create an inconceivably blissful state for yourselves if you live a 
life of love on earth. And therefore I send My disciples into the world again in order to preach love to  
people, for they have only a short time left in order to reach their goal on earth. My love constantly 
endeavours to lead people into realisation, but they must voluntarily, of their own accord, transform 
themselves into love. And blessed is he who ignites his indwelling spark of love, blessed is he who 
thereby comes closer to Me and can avail himself of My strength of love.... For he will reach his goal,  
he will make contact with Me and not rest until his spirit has united itself with the Father-Spirit of 
eternity, until his love has merged with the eternal love, until he has become and then remains My 
child for all eternity....

Y

Amen
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Transformation of nature.... Deification.... B.D. No. 5264

December 2nd 1951

 cannot shape you according to My will, instead, you must accomplish the work of transforming 
your nature yourself, for the purpose and goal of My whole plan of creation rests upon the fact that  

My created works will shape themselves into My children, into divine beings of their own free will.... 
Each one of My living creations has so much strength that attaining the goal is certainly possible, yet 
the strength can also remain unused and not even My omnipotence can change that if I don't want to 
infringe against My law of eternal order Myself and enslave their will. You can, if you so want, shape 
yourselves  into  gods,  into  beings  like  Me,  who,  having completely  merged with Me,  are  full  of  
strength and yet think, want and act as blissful  individual beings. You are  able to do so, however, 
whether you  want to do so must be your own choice.... Your intentions, thoughts and actions are 
entirely free in the state of imperfection but they can develop in any direction. Although the fact that 
you are entirely free can also result  in your renewed fall  into the abyss,  it  can nevertheless  also 
procure you unlimited beatitudes which a bound will could never attain. You can fall abysmally low 
and lift yourselves to inconceivable heights, but at all times you are offered the support to hold on to  
or to make your ascent easier.... I Myself Am always willing to be this support for you, I Am always 
willing to stop you when you are in danger of falling, and I Am always willing to pull you up when 
you appeal for My help. You are never defencelessly left at the mercy of danger, you are never so 
weak that you cannot appeal for help....  but this,  in turn,  requires your will  again,  and you must 
believe in Me if you want to request My help. However, this belief in Me is already the first change of  
your will.... Hence it also signifies assured help.... It is this faith I want to awaken in the beings which, 
embodied as human beings, don't use their will correctly, which constantly strive downwards and are 
in grave danger of falling into the abyss. A tiny spark of faith in a Power can stop their fall, and I try to 
make  Myself  known  to  people  so  that  they  will  gain  this  faith.  There  is  so  much  evidence  of 
intervention by My power and love in every individual person's life, that every individual could easily  
win this faith by merely paying attention to these small proofs. Yet the human being's thinking is  
taking wrong paths and this, again, because he lives without love.... for he can only believe if his 
thinking is right, and he can only think right if his heart is willing to love.... Every person is indeed 
able to love, except that he himself is the goal of his love and this love of self has to be changed into 
love for one's neighbour first before the word 'love' is appropriate, which results in faith. The human 
being constantly lives in an environment where he can practise neighbourly love, yet he will never be 
forced to do so; even so, everything depends on whether he kindles love within himself and fans it into 
a bright flame.... Everything depends on it, realisation, faith, correct use of his will and eternal bliss.... 
However, he cannot be forced to love, he can only ever be admonished and encouraged; love must 
ignite itself in him and thereby effectively also accomplish his transformation of nature, as this is the 
purpose and goal of his earthly existence as well as the completion of My eternal plan of Salvation, 
which intends to deify what came forth from My hand as work of creation but shall attain the highest 
bliss which I cannot give but must be acquired by the being itself.

I

Amen

Childship to God.... Conditions.... B.D. No. 5099

April 3rd 1951

othing else can gain you childship to God than living a life according to My will, a life of love,  
an assimilation and integration with the eternal order, which is based on love. Becoming My 

child with all the rights of the Father poses prerequisites on the living creation which, as a human 
being, shall acquire this privilege, and these prerequisites may be easily fulfilled but, on the other 
hand,  may  also  be  incredibly  difficult....  I  expect  people  to  fulfil  My  commandments,  the 
transformation of their nature into love, so that everyone coming into contact with the human being 
can recognise him as My child. This commandment of love must be fulfilled; otherwise assimilation 
with Me, Who is the eternal Love Itself, is impossible. Yet this always applies to the innermost stirring 
of the heart, for the layers surrounding the still struggling soul will dissolve or harden accordingly....  

N
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and this heartfelt stirring must emerge in the human being entirely without force, then it is valuable, 
both for oneself as well as for the needy brothers, which must feel true love in order to value its  
strength. Love is the only means of redemption, love is the only path leading to Me and love must be  
practised by every person who wants to become happy.... I cannot digress from this condition of Mine 
because contact with Me can only be established through love and because this connection belongs to 
the state of childship to God. One is the result of the other, therefore also the fact that love provides 
light and strength to the one who practices it unselfishly. But light and strength are likewise part of My 
fundamental nature, just as both were possessed by you, My living creations, when you were still in a 
state of perfection. You were full of light and strength as long as you were permeated by love, but you 
lost them when love subsided. All these things are separate concepts for you humans.... light, strength 
and  bliss....  yet  they  inevitably  belong  together,  and  a  life  of  love,  a  compliance  with  My 
commandments, will return everything that you once lost back to you. And you can receive huge 
riches again if you adapt yourselves to Me as the eternal Love, hence, if you become again what you 
were in the beginning.... My children, who can delight in bliss because an abundance of light and 
strength dwells in them. The childship to God is the highest degree of bliss My living creations can 
acquire.  I  certainly  make  demands  on  you  but  they  are  not  impossible  to  fulfil  because  I  Am 
constantly by your side with My love and grace, because I do not expect anything from you which is  
beyond your strength; instead, I always adjust My demands to your spiritual state. Yet, as soon as you 
live a life of love, everything will come easily to you because love itself is strength and thus you can 
constantly increase your strength. Besides, through love you draw Me Myself to you, you draw the 
Father and the Father draws you.... And you will reach your goal for certain, you will become My 
children and take complete possession of My heart.... And I will not resist you, since I long for My 
children, they are the product of My love and I want to prepare immeasurable beatitude for them for 
all eternity....

Amen

Blissful spiritual beings require process of development on earth 
for childship to God.... 

B.D. No. 3908

October 19th 1946

ven My perfectly created spiritual beings which loyally remained with Me must go through a 
process of development on earth as freely existing beings if they want to attain the highest degree 

of perfection, the childship, which elevates them to a complete likeness of God and which I therefore 
cannot give to them, instead they must acquire it for themselves. These spiritual beings are certainly 
already extremely happy in the state I created them in and in which they remained of their own free 
will even though they had the option to also distance themselves from Me and to descend like the 
other  beings  I  had called into existence.  They are most  brightly enlightened,  they have complete 
realisation  and  continuously  only  comply  with  My  will,  which  also  corresponds  to  their  will.  
Nevertheless,  they  are  perfect  beings  created  by  Me which  must  first  shape  themselves  into  My 
children,  into  beings  which  must  first  be  subjected  to  every  influence,  both  good  and  evil,  and 
completely and freely choose the good influence in order to strive towards Me as self-determining 
spiritual beings and unite with Me. Only after this test of will, which must be taken on this earth, will 
the being I created have attained the highest degree of perfection.... As My child it will have united 
itself with the Father forever and attained a supreme abundance of light, strength and power, its love 
and wisdom will be profound.... it will have become like Me, My image, which is made infinitely 
happy by My Fatherly love and also fills My heart with delight because the love for these children of 
Mine is incomparable.... When a spiritual being, having remained faithful to Me, embodies itself on 
this earth, its earthly task simultaneously involves a mission that intends to save erring souls from 
profound spiritual adversity. The earthly paths of these souls are particularly hard to pass through; 
however, the soul begins its earthly trial in full awareness and accepts any fate once it is willing to 
thereby attain the degree of childship to God.

E

Nevertheless, taking the test on earth is not determined by God, instead, even this desire must arise 
of its own free will and impel the light being revelling in absolute beatitude to exchange this bliss with 
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a short but, on account of its mission unaware soul, incredibly arduous earthly existence.... Although it 
is granted every conceivable help on earth by the beings of light, they must also observe its freedom of 
will or it will be impossible for the soul to advance. Such an earthly test requires immense willpower, 
for worldly temptations will influence this soul especially strongly and it will have to fight many a 
battle in order to prevail over matter, yet a complete descent into the control by matter need not be 
feared, because its longing for the kingdom it had left is stronger than the longing for matter, even 
though on earth  it  is  not  aware  of  its  true  home.  For  this  reason  beings  of  light  can  support  it  
constantly and grant it every help to attain its goal on earth. During the last days before the end many 
beings of light are embodied on earth, after all, this time is particularly advantageous for their higher 
development, for taking their test of earthly life, because people require spiritual leaders and they are 
mainly entrusted with this ministry as their mission. These spiritual beings must absolve a strict school 
of life, as due to their psychological abilities they carry far more responsibility for their souls, they 
must equally struggle and fight against all kinds of cravings and their life is full of renunciations and 
sacrifices. Nevertheless, they do not experience them as painfully once their  aspiration for ascent 
comes to the fore, which can already commence at a very early age but can also only start at an 
advanced age; for freedom of will determines their path of life until their physical death, which for 
many active beings of light during the last days on earth coincides with the final end....

Amen

Do 'non-fallen' spirits attain childship to God?.... B.D. No. 8793a

March 29th 1964

ou will receive an answer to every question in order to disprove every misguided point of view, 
so that you will not remain ignorant when you desire the correct information: The deification of 

My created beings is the goal I set Myself with My Creation and which I will certainly achieve one 
day.  Everything  that  came  forth  from  Me  was  supremely  perfect,  the  beings  I  externalised  as 
independent beings were like Me, they were images of Myself.... Nevertheless, they were only ever 
My creations.... which were unable to be any different than I had created them. They were My living 
creations.... But I wanted to have children next to Me. For this reason I released them from My will 
when they were to prove their will as to whether they would retain their perfection despite the option 
of turning it in the opposite direction. This passed test of will also subsequently presumed that the 
being was subject to all temptations which it had to resist, for all strength requires the resistance upon 
which it can prove itself. Understand this correctly: each being was confronted by temptation because 
it possessed free will which was able to choose either direction. Thus the first being.... Lucifer, the 
bearer of light.... which My greater than great love had externalised, was the first which was supposed 
to provide Me with the proof that it wanted to keep the supreme perfection it was granted. It was so 
exceptionally permeated by My strength of love that it revelled in absolute bliss and thus used the 
constantly inflowing strength for the creation of equal beings because, in its perfection, it was able to 
be just as creatively active as I Am.... And this process of creating beings lasted for eternities.... they 
were therefore always 'living creations' which could not possibly be anything but supremely perfect.... 
Then I expected My first-created being, Lucifer, merely to acknowledge Me Myself as the source of 
strength.... thus I expected of him to present Me to his created beings as the  One from Whom he 
himself had also emerged.... But since he had free will, it was also possible for him to ignore My will, 
which he did by presenting himself to the beings as the highest being, because they were unable to 
behold Me but he was visible to them in all his glory.... Thus he did  not pass the test of will and 
confronted  the  created  beings  as  a  tempter....  He  tried  to  influence  their  will  to  likewise  be  in 
opposition to Me: And he was very successful.... For many of these beings, despite their abundance 
of light, despite utmost realisation, acknowledged him as the Lord of eternity and renounced Me.... 
precisely because I  was  not visible to them. And these apostatised beings,  having fallen into the 
deepest  abyss  of  their  own choice,  must  first  reach  higher  spheres  again,  they  must  try  to  deify 
themselves of their own free will, which is indeed possible with My help. Once they have reached this 

Y
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goal  they  will  have  become  God's  children,  perfect  beings,  who  aspired  to  and  achieved  this 
perfection themselves.

But  a  large proportion of  originally  created  spirits  also remained loyal  to  Me,  they  resisted  all 
temptations by Lucifer; thus, they passed their test of will when they had to decide whom they should 
choose as their Lord. So what is  their situation in regards to the childship to God? You must know 
that  these  beings  enjoy  utmost  bliss,  for  they  did  not  forfeit  their  perfection  and  are  constantly 
permeated by My strength of love, which makes them incredibly happy.... But on account of their 
perfection they are also knowledgeable; they know My plan of Salvation, the wretchedness of the 
fallen original spirits is evident to them and their love is so great that they also take part in the work of 
redemption in order to advance the return of the once fallen spirits. This redemptive work, however, 
requires eternities.... which you humans are incapable of estimating.... And time and again the original 
spirits in the stage of a human being are in need of active help, for although they shelter the divine  
spark  of  love  within  themselves  which  enables  their  return,  they  are  so  weak  that  they  require 
assistance. This is granted to them by those beings of light which embody themselves on earth for this 
very  purpose  and therefore  also  take  the  path  through the  abyss  where  they  are  subjected  to  all 
temptations and consciously pass their test of will, which lets them become a child so that it can create 
and work completely freely next to Me and not only work according to My will.... even though these 
non-fallen spirits are also granted unlimited bliss. It is the immense number of fallen beings which 
requires eternities until the goal is reached.... Consequently, there are also endless opportunities for the 
beings of light, having remained faithful to Me, to achieve the childship to God through overcoming 
the abyss they voluntarily enter for the salvation of the originals spirits, and this signifies constantly 
higher  levels  of  beatitude  for  the  original  spirit  which  once  remained  faithful  to  Me....  For  no 
limitation  exists  for  Me,  and  thus  I  can  and  will  make  My children  happy  to  an  inconceivable 
degree .... A countless number of original spirits have already offered to take the path across earth,  
who mainly had the salvation of their fallen brothers at heart; hence they did not embody themselves 
on earth for selfish reasons.... they did  not walk through the abyss for the sake of the 'childship to 
God' but nevertheless attained this childship to God and returned to Me as My children. The only 
advantage the beings which remained faithful to Me have over their fallen brothers is the fact they will 
never need to take the path through the creations of earth and that they will never fail in earthly life 
either, that they must certainly resist all temptations but that they will always have much strength at 
their disposal, because love is within them and they will not relinquish it during their life on earth.

However, the people in whom such original spirits are embodied are unaware of it and often have to 
travel very difficult earthly paths. They fight and serve and reach their goal with certainty .... the 
complete unification with Me on earth which, although it was not interrupted, must nevertheless be 
sincerely aspired to by every person, because it is and will remain the goal, because the right decision 
of will of every being is to profess Me freely. All of My 'created' beings will be My 'children' one day, 
for a concept of time does not exist for Me, even if eternities will still pass by.... I will definitely 
achieve what I have set Myself as a goal. Nevertheless, you humans should not believe that these 
beings which remained with Me can be called less happy, for their will is already so inclined that their  
love  for  Me  is  exceedingly  powerful  and  constantly  growing,  and  I  reward  this  loyalty  to  Me 
accordingly, but neither will I deny them the bliss which is guaranteed to them through the childship 
to God.... The whole sequence of events from the very beginning and for all eternity happens in lawful 
order.... I cannot proceed contrary to My eternal order.... Once I have designed a plan it will be carried 
out because My will is irrevocable....

Amen

Do 'non-fallen' spirits attain childship to God?.... B.D. No. 8793b

March 30th 1964

(Supplement regarding B.D. 8793a)
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The beings which were once emanated by Me carried My will as long as they were connected to Me 
with a heartfelt bond of love, as long as I was able to permeate them with My love and thus no other  
will but My own was able to be in them, that is, their will and thoughts concurred with My will and 
thoughts.  And yet the beings had free will,  precisely because they were created by Me and were 
profoundly perfect beings that had the same will as Me in them without having been under duress. 
Hence they had free will from the start but it was not different from Mine.... And this similarity of will 
lasted for eternities, since it was not possible to disturb this similarity of their will with Mine as long 
as these beings were permeated by My flow of love.... Only when Lucifer, the first-created original 
spirit, used his faculty of thought wrongly, when he no longer accepted My Word flowing to him with 
a craving for love and thereby slightly weakened the flow of My strength of love, did the free will in 
him begin to express itself without being prevented by Me, and only when he began to reject My 
strength of love increasingly stronger was it possible to speak of an expression of his free will which, 
until then, had completely concurred with My will despite it being free. At that time My first-created 
image had to make a free decision, because I only expected the test of will of him when his will 
started to deviate from Mine because he rejected the flow of My love's strength....  And the same 
happened  with  all  beings  which  our  mutual  strength  of  love  created....  which  then  again  were 
prompted by Lucifer to express their will, which was free and likewise concurred with Mine for as  
long as they received My flow of love unimpeded. They, too, began to misuse their thinking ability 
and associate more with Lucifer's will, and I did not prevent their free will for I wanted them to openly 
test their will as to with whom they wanted to stay. Thus free will only became active when the beings 
closed themselves to My love, because before this their will, despite being free, completely concurred 
with the One from Whom they emerged.

The being therefore only proved its freedom of will when it rebelled against Me, since prior to that 
its great love prevented it from wilfully opposing Me, for love will always share the  same will as 
Mine.... It has to be said that every living creation is undeniably in possession of free will as a divine 
attribute because it was in My image.... but it had not used this free will for eternities because it was 
completely as one with Me and continuously stayed within the circuit of My flow of love, which 
meant that it did not leave the eternal order.... Only Lucifer's change of thinking led to a change of his 
will, and I gave free reign to both his wrong thoughts as well as his wrong will, which.... after an  
infinitely long time.... affected his created beings increasingly more .... and thus the will divided and 
'free will' openly manifested itself.... Therefore, when it is said that the beings were unable to want 
differently than was My will, then it required the state in the beginning when they only accepted My 
will because of their exceedingly great love for Me and as a consequence of My overwhelmingly 
powerful  emanation  of  love....  A different  will  than  My  own  was  not  possible  in  this  state, 
nevertheless,  in  the  beginning the  beings  were  not  subject  to  a  state  of  coercion,  instead  I  only 
externalised each being as proof of supreme perfection. However, the fact that Lucifer and a large 
proportion of  his  followers had fallen and experienced immense wretchedness,  made becoming a 
child of God possible.... It is just that the being had to go through the deepest abyss and wage such an 
immense battle on its path of return to Me that it thereby acquired the right of a child.... whereas the  
non-fallen beings enjoy uninterrupted heavenly bliss and yet are not excluded from equally striving 
for and attaining the childship to God; all  the same, I truly know what I bestow upon My living 
creations and which paths they must take in order to reach the highest goal....  Nevertheless,  it  is 
always the unification with Me which leads to their greatest bliss, and I Am so close to My children 
that they are able to feel Me and yet so far away that they will constantly strive towards Me and time 
and again may receive My illumination of love as evidence of My presence....

Amen

True church service requires a Father-child relationship.... B.D. No. 8673

November 14th 1963

any people believe that they think and act religiously, but they lack the right attitude towards 
Me.... They certainly think of Me as their God and Creator, but not as their Father, and thus M
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they do not establish the relationship of a child to its father. As a result they will not confide in Me in 
prayer either, they only see the distant almighty God in Me to Whom they are subjected as human 
beings, and Whom they rather fear than love.... because they are still unable to recognise My true 
nature.

And again it has to be explained that the degree of a person’s love determines his correct attitude 
towards Me.... that love will recognise the Father, Who is love Himself, and that the human being will  
then strive for Me with love and call to Me as My child. Only then can one speak of a person’s 
‘religious’ way of life, because this way of life will lead back to Me for sure. But as long I Am still a 
person’s distant God and Creator Who, due to His might, will have to be feared, there is little prospect 
that the person will approach Me with love. He will merely fulfil, as a matter of formality, things 
which are demanded of him by his church. He is only motivated by his upbringing to conduct himself 
accordingly but this will not guarantee a change of his inner being, which is the purpose and goal of 
earthly life.

Consequently, if you humans experience heavy strokes of fate they are only intended to make you 
come alive, to forego mere formality and start thinking more about God, Who created you.... to start 
pondering why you are living on earth, and then voluntarily surrender yourselves to the power to 
Which you owe your life: because your indifferent attitude about Me will not result in your spiritual 
advancement.... However, if you seriously want to know what your God and Creator requires of you 
during your earthly life you are certain to find out. First of all you should ponder the nature of your 
God and Creator, and the urge to act with love will be aroused in you.... because this is My voice with  
which I Am speaking to your conscience and initially making Myself known to you.

By following the voice of your conscience you will  come closer to Me, and then you will  also 
establish the kind of connection with Me which corresponds to the relationship between a child and its 
father.... My gentle voice will always direct you towards actions of love which will bring you the light 
of knowledge and with it an understanding of My nature, Which is Love Itself.... Then you will leave 
‘empty formalities’ behind and become alive in your essence and actions. You will no longer perform 
formal acts but begin to lead a second life next to your earthly life.... You will have set out on the 
spiritual path, since due to your new life of love you will be inwardly driven towards Me.

And thus you know that everything which tends towards love, is taught by love and is the activity of  
love,  is  good and acceptable to Me. For love is  the indicator of truth and also the indicator of a 
person’s spiritual maturity who, as My representative, wants to lead his fellow human beings to Me. 
As long as he has no love himself, his 'preaching' will be without strength too; it will be a formal,  
lifeless service without benefit to anyone because I Myself Am distant from him, since only idle words 
are spoken which can never reach My ear. Only the close relationship with Me established through 
love  will  make  your  thinking,  willing  and  actions  come  alive.  Only  then  will  you  come to  life 
yourselves, because as long as you are without love you are still dead.

And thus, taking part in a 'church service' is always just an external formality, and there can be no 
question of My presence as long as you humans only believe in a God and Creator but do not find the 
right attitude towards Me.... First you have to come to the Father as children and trustingly talk to Me,  
only then can you be sure that I Am close to you. And then your faith will also have come alive,  
because a ‘child’ will always endeavour to fulfil its Father's will. It will no longer just comply with 
external formalities but desire My presence with all its heart, which it will certainly also receive.

I only want you to come alive, to abandon useless habits and customs which you were taught to 
observe, but which are and remain completely worthless for your soul. You will only be able to love 
Me when you recognise Me as a Father, and only then will you fulfil the purpose of your life on 
earth.... Only then can you mature, which is always achieved by love alone....

Amen
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Childship to God.... Severe trials.... B.D. No. 2882

September 14th 1943

arth, as a place for further spiritual education, has been chosen to shape people into the purest  
beings of light, into children of God, who can attain the highest degree of happiness and the 

beholding of God. The achievement of this degree is only possible on this earth. Although other works 
of creation are equally destined for the maturing of spiritual beings which are not perfect as yet, and 
their  degree  of  maturity  can  still  constantly  be  increased,  the  degree  of  childship  to  God  can 
nevertheless only be attained by the soul on earth, on account of which people are also confronted by 
the full gravity of earthly life, and this is even harder the closer the soul is to its goal. The soul must be 
able to leave the earth in a totally purified state, spiritually reborn and in most heartfelt union with 
God. It must experience every trial, it must work and create with profound love for God and its fellow 
human beings, it must have surmounted all worldliness in order to enter the spiritual kingdom free and 
unburdened. Only a few people depart from this earth as perfected beings of light, and only a few 
people can behold God straight after their life on earth, for only a few become victorious over matter, 
because earthly life always and forever makes its demands on people and this is one of the most 
powerful  temptations  which  approaches  a  person.  Time  and  again  people  must  try  to  liberate 
themselves; time and again spiritual life must come to the fore, and every thought must be directed 
upwards. In order to attain the childship to God, God's grace must be able to be especially effective on 
people, a person must make constant use of the grace flowing to him without measure; he must accept 
everything that contributes towards purifying the soul, he must experience all suffering as grace and 
be grateful  to  God that  His  love has  destined him for  higher  spheres  and wants  to  draw him to 
Himself. Not many people can achieve such a high degree of maturity that God can send them even 
the harshest suffering without becoming disheartened.... These few, however, are blessed, even if their 
earthly life seems most difficult to bear for them.... Their marriage with God is the most beautiful 
reward awaiting such souls at their death, and for the sake of this the soul will patiently wait until its 
earthly end comes. All burdens and troubles, all suffering and sorrow seem small once it is released 
from its earthly cover, once it is able to behold God and has become the most blissfully happy being in 
the spiritual kingdom.... once it comes into its inheritance of the Father as God's child and works with  
Him in His will.

E

Amen

Childship to God.... Tremendous suffering on Earth.... B.D. No. 3352

December 1st 1944

n order to gain childship on earth the human being must shape himself into love and thereby enable 
himself to already establish union with God on earth, so that he will enter the spheres of light in a  

completely  mature  state  when he  passes  away from earth.  Hence  his  soul  must  have  become so 
purified through kind-hearted activity that God Himself can take abode in it and his spirit unites with 
the Father-spirit. In that case the human being will have fulfilled his task on earth completely and 
achieved his goal and, as a being of light, will have found entry into the spiritual realm, where it will  
subsequently create and work. However, this degree of maturity necessitates a complete renunciation 
of material possessions.... This fusion with the eternal Deity is impossible as long as a person still 
clings to matter, since his heart is not entirely cleansed from cravings and therefore not yet prepared 
for the acceptance of the divine spirit. Then the human being will have to accept much suffering in 
order to accomplish the soul's final refinement, and therefore much suffering will be imposed upon 
extremely benevolent and devout people so that the soul's refinement can take place. Where people are 
burdened by particularly harsh suffering and nevertheless profound faith is displayed, the soul might 
have chosen a particularly difficult life for itself in order to attain the final goal on earth, the childship 
to  God. This goal  must be aspired to and reached on earth and will  always necessitate  the most 
arduous living conditions, because the soul must enter the kingdom of the beyond completely pure and 
unadulterated and this calls for a particularly effective process of purification. Suffering is always the 
means of help in order to attain the spiritual goal....  It  shall  lead towards God if the soul is still 

I
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disinclined towards God, or it shall purify and crystallise the soul, so that it can come close to God as  
the purest being in order to be able to enter into the most blissful union with Him. Suffering and love 
must always work together towards deifying a person on earth; consequently, a loving human being 
should not fear suffering but humbly take it upon himself bearing in mind the high goal he can reach 
on earth, for he has chosen his earthly path himself in realisation that it will help him attain highest 
maturity if his will does not offer resistance.

Nevertheless, the delights of the childship to God make up for all suffering in earthly life a thousand 
fold. And the time on earth is short, it is like a moment in the span of eternity.... And as soon as a  
person is profoundly faithful he also can always receive the strength from God to endure everything 
that is imposed upon him, for then he will send his heartfelt prayer to God and God Himself will give 
him strength and make him a conqueror of life on earth.... God Himself will fetch His child if it has 
passed its test of earthly life and departs from earth as a pure being.... But his life on earth will always 
be characterised by love and suffering, because without it the soul will not be totally purified for 
admitting God into the human being's heart. This heartfelt bond with God must already take place on 
earth, otherwise the soul will not stand firm against the temptations of the world nor would it achieve 
total  purification  through  suffering  because  it  would  lack  the  strength  to  bear  the  latter  without 
complaining, and all grumbling or resisting still indicates a lack of complete submission to God's will. 
However, the soul must become as one with God.... It must have the most intimate bond with Him, it 
must want the suffering itself and also gratefully accept it as a gift from God in realisation that it pulls 
down the last barriers between God and itself and that only an overcoming of them will result in the 
highest bliss.... to become a child of God with all rights and duties.... This is every person's goal on 
earth but only a few attain it. Only a few are in such intimate contact with God through love that even 
in suffering they recognise His greater than great Fatherly love which would provide them with the 
most blissful fate in eternity.... Their fate on earth is not an enviable one, yet in the kingdom of the 
beyond  they  occupy  the  highest  level....  They  are  in  God's  immediate  vicinity  and  therefore 
indescribably happy, for they can act independently according to their will, which is also always God's 
will....  They can create and shape and, time and again,  contribute towards the redemption of that 
which,  still  being  distant  from God,  requires  the most  varied creations  in  order  to  advance  their  
development.  And  this  is  the  most  blissful  fate  which  fully  compensates  and  makes  up  for  the 
suffering of earthly life and should therefore be all people's goal on earth....

Amen

Severe suffering can result in childship to God.... B.D. No. 8980

May 23rd 1965

ou  have  been  told  several  times  already  that  you  can  only  attain  childship  to  God  if  you 
surrender to Me with love and also humbly bear the sorrow which you have to experience in  

order to purge the soul from all impurities, so that, on entering the kingdom of the beyond, you can be 
completely permeated by My light of love, for every ailment, every suffering the human soul still has 
to endure on earth dissolves the layers, and then the full light ray of My love can touch the soul, 
because it has relinquished all resistance....

Y

Therefore, don't be discouraged by a difficult earthly life but believe that it will be a blessing for you 
which fully offsets all suffering, and be patient, for the reward will be greater than great and the time 
of the human being's suffering on earth is but short compared to the glorious fate awaiting the soul 
throughout all eternity. This is why you should gladly accept a life of suffering; you should know that 
such an earthly life is imposed on you by My immense love so that you soon will be able to reach the 
goal set by Me since eternity. For what follows your earthly life cannot be explained to you, it is the  
most magnificent fate which is only destined for My 'children', who will be invested into all the rights 
of the Father, able to work like Him.... without difference, because they have attained the highest goal.

Yet even for these very children I Am unfathomable, that is, they incessantly strive towards Me.... 
they long for Me and their longing will always be fulfilled.... And the essence of their bliss rests in the 
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fact that they will never cease yearning for Me, that they thus can never be entirely satisfied because I 
Am and remain eternally unfathomable. For this reason you have to take the most difficult conditions 
in earthly life upon yourselves, you will be tested time and again, and you have to remain steadfast  
even in utmost suffering and always know that only your great love for Me and your neighbour can 
alleviate  your  suffering,  but  that  you  are  incapable  of  such  love  which  could  entirely  eliminate 
suffering.... and thus you should be grateful that you are allowed to bear sorrow as it only serves to 
perfect you. I did not say to you without reason 'Take up your cross and follow Me....' For I knew that  
only a path of utmost suffering will result in your childship to God, because as human beings you are 
incapable of the love that also leads to childship of God, and also because earthly life is too short 
unless you accept suffering at the same time.

Therefore, do not ask why I let a human being suffer.... Rather, think of the benefit of suffering, bear 
in mind that it  dissolves all  layers which prevent the soul from receiving the full  illumination of 
love.... and that it is always just a temporary state which is then replaced by eternal happiness, for 
which you would have accepted even more suffering if only your physical strength would allow for it.  
Thus you who have to suffer so much should remember that it is the longing for 'children' which 
motivates Me to put you into this state.... and that you yourselves will be grateful to Me one day for all 
the adversity you had to endure in earthly life.

Yet this always presumes firm faith in Me, faith in life after death and faith in My infinite love, then 
you regard every happening as a return of the once fallen spirit to Me.... with the goal of childship to 
God, which I cannot achieve in any other way but by means of the path across earth. And if you have 
this faith then you will also patiently endure every suffering, you will only ever see one purpose in it 
and accept everything that you, as a human being, cannot change anyway, but you will humbly bear it 
as imposed on you by My wisdom and love in order to guide you to the highest goal.

But only few will reach this goal, yet they can nevertheless be happy if they don't (even those people 
can be happy who don't) enter the kingdom of the beyond entirely without light, for they will still be 
able to enhance their degree of light there. They will also be able to rise ever higher and experience 
infinite beatitude but they will no longer be able to achieve the 'childship to God' which necessitates a 
life on earth.... Nevertheless, they will be able to repeat this life in order to fulfil a mission, and even 
then they will not be spared all kinds of suffering in order to achieve utmost maturity.... in order to 
enter the spiritual realm as the Father's true child, in order to then be able to eternally create and work  
at His side, in accordance with His will and yet in all freedom, as it was His intention from the start....

Amen

Unification.... Blissfulness of the images of God.... B.D. No. 7627

June 20th 1960

he final aim of your earthly life is the union with Me.... You should have found unification with  
Me by the time the hour of your death approaches, you should pass over into the other realm 

without fear and dread, you should only change your abode and move into your parental home which 
you had left eternities ago.... You should have found your way home to Me and be happy again, as you 
were in the beginning. This is the purpose and goal of your earthly life, and to arrive at this goal 
should be your constant ambition, since it is achievable for you. I Am not demanding the impossible 
from you. You are My children, you came from Me and it has to be your natural ambition to return to 
the Father, because your Father’s love draws you and because, after all, you were originally created in 
My image.... The unity with Me, therefore, has to be more in accordance with your whole being than 
the distance.... For this reason you have never been happy being so far away, and you cannot be happy 
again until we have been united, because being united with Me also means being enlightened by My 
love again, which is equal to unimaginable bliss. You are My creations and belong irrevocably to 
Me....

T

You deserted Me due to your misguided will and misguided thinking.... But as soon as your will and 
thought are in the right order once more you will  also look for unification with Me, you will  do 
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everything to decrease the previous distance and indeed succeed during your earthly life because I 
long for this unification Myself and therefore will help you too.... because My love pulls you and you 
cannot resist this love when you have accepted the right order again....

And you can expect a truly marvellous fate indeed when you have united with Me.... The realm of 
light is once again open to you, you can work in strength, light and freedom in accordance with your 
will which, however, is also My will.... You will be able to enjoy the kind of pleasures you have never 
dreamt of.... you will see and hear what your eyes and ears have never seen and heard on earth for I  
have prepared immeasurable happiness for those who are Mine, who love Me and therefore have 
united with Me forever. Because love embraces Father and child with a heartfelt bond.... love, which 
should be kindled within you during your earthly life and which then radiates through the human 
heart, establishes a connection with Me as Eternal love.... the human being can then accept his original 
essence again and becomes what I Myself have eternally been: love....

And thus the human being who has transformed himself into love once again has to be inseparably 
joined to Me, he has to be enlightened by My love as he was in the beginning, he has to be so close to  
Me that we are completely merged by love, and therefore his return to Me must have occurred, which 
was always the purpose and goal of his earthly life.... And this relationship can no longer lead to a 
return to the abyss.... The being has passed its test of volition, it has transformed itself from ‘God’s 
living creation’ into ‘God’s child’, it has achieved perfection on earth, it has regained all qualities and 
abilities which it once had renounced due to its desertion from Me.... And I have achieved My goal....  
My eternal plan of salvation has been successfully completed by that being, i.e. what I could not 
‘create’ has nevertheless been achieved by this plan of salvation: God-like beings.... Children, whose 
own free will and not My omnipotence, has turned them into perfected beings.... Only now have I  
proper ‘children’ who are My images in every way.... who can create and work by My side and within 
My will and yet use their own will which, however, completely corresponds to Mine because this is 
intrinsic to perfection.

You humans can achieve this goal because I Myself long for the unification with you and truly will  
do everything to guide you to the goal if your will submits to mine.... if you willingly accept My 
guidance, if you fully and consciously strive for unification with Me and live in love on earth.... Then 
every gesture of love shall bring you closer to Me, then you will allow My presence within you, and 
then union has to follow because ‘whoever lives in love lives in Me and I in him....’ Consequently, 
love is the bond that locks us together and then is eternally inseparable....

Amen

The right Father-child relationship.... Free will.... B.D. No. 5155

June 21st 1951

 behave towards you in the same way as you behave towards Me.... I will allow you complete 
freedom if you want to withdraw from My influence, if you don't want to make use of My grace; 

and if you don't want to acknowledge Me and believe that you can live without My help I will not 
force you in this respect either.... Then you will have to test your own strength and recognise how 
weak you are, unless you prefer to avail yourselves of the strength from below which, however, will 
pull you down for an infinitely long time. I will come to meet anyone who looks for Me, I will hear 
whoever calls My name, but I will not hold on to someone who turns away from Me, and the wretched 
state of My enemy is his own fault and he will remain in that state until he changes his mind of his  
own accord. You humans create your own fate with your attitude towards Me. I will shower you with 
love and grace if you establish the right relationship with Me, whereas you will go without completely 
if your relationship with Me is not right. For I do not determine your thoughts, intentions and actions, 
but I  will  help you if  you want to let  yourselves be helped. However,  the  right relationship also 
guarantees right thinking, and therefore it is most important that you enter into the right relationship of 
a child with Me, since then you will infallibly take the path which leads to the goal, to your perfection, 
which is the purpose of your life on earth. The right relationship of a child includes everything, the 
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sense of your own imperfection, faith and trust in Me and My help, the longing for unity with the 
Father and thus also the correctly inclined will.... Then you will have an excessive measure of grace at 
your disposal, then you will no longer be weak and helpless beings, instead, My strength of love will 
flow to you incessantly and you will more or less mature psychologically of your own will.... You join 
Me because your desire for Me will also be granted as proof of My Fatherly love. But anyone who 
isolates himself from Me, who does not acknowledge Me as Father and Creator of eternity, is still 
spiritually arrogant, he feels strong even without My strength and is nevertheless an unhappy being 
which allows itself to be deceived by appearances.... which regards the vitality of life as sufficient and 
which will recognise its utter weakness at the end of its life when it has lost its energy of life and is 
granted no help whatsoever from the One it had denied. I will give without measure if My gift is 
desired, but I will not force My gift of grace upon any being. I behave towards you in the same way as 
you behave towards Me, not because of a lack of love but so as not to endanger your free will, because 
My love is always greater than great and would never leave you in adversity if it is not detrimental for 
your soul. Consequently, I must let every person keep his freedom of will and wait until he himself 
inclines his  will  towards  Me.  But  then I  will  seize him and never  let  him fall  again....  Then his 
resistance will be broken and I can grant him an abundance of help. Then he will establish the right 
relationship with Me and move towards perfection....

Amen

The Father's concern for His children.... Childship to God.... B.D. No. 4995

November 6th 1950

ll human beings are My children and I take hold of all of them with the same love, because My 
love for My living creations can never stop and knows no exception.  And yet,  innumerable 

people are still so far away from Me that they no longer feel the strength of My love, nevertheless of  
their  own free will  because they turn away from Me and the rays  of My love can only touch a 
receptive heart. Hence they are like children who have left the Father's house, who moved to faraway 
places because they thought they could do without the Father's love. I want to win these children back 
again because My love yearns for them and because I also know that, outside the Father's house, they 
live in adversity and misery, since I know My children and their disastrous state which is their fate as 
long as they are separated from Me. I try to regain them and will invite their love until they are My 
Own again, until they are blissfully happy in the Father's arms.... Nevertheless, an infinitely long time 
may pass by before I reach My goal; however, I Am forbearing and patient, and My love knows no 
bounds. What I don't achieve soon I will achieve later, but sooner or later even the last child will have 
found its way back, if only after an endlessly long time. I will achieve My goal for certain; however, 
as long as they are distant from Me My living creations must still suffer indescribably and therefore I  
try to shorten their state of suffering by using every means to break down their obstinacy and by 
revealing Myself to them as the most loving Father.... but always bearing free will in mind, which they 
must keep as My true children in order to become perfect. They shall attain the childship to God and 
become akin to Me in everything, as true children they shall come into the Father's inheritance and 
create  and shape  with Me in  eternal  happiness.  Only  on earth  can  the  souls  achieve  the  goal  of 
maturing into My true children. They are set the highest and most glorious goal.... Yet, how little it is 
striven for by people to whom I, as Father, want to prepare the most glorious fate. In the past they 
became enslaved by My adversary and allowed themselves to be influenced by him, and this situation 
of bondage must first be severed by them before they can be accepted into the Father's house, they 
must  renounce  this  world  which  is  his  realm;  that  is,  they  should  not  desire  the  attractions  and 
pleasures of this material world but must direct their will towards Me and, like lost children, yearn for  
paternal protection and paternal love. Then I will come to meet them in order to show them the way 
which leads them safely back to Me, back into the Father's house. One day every soul will return to 
Me, yet My love tries to shorten the time of distance from Me, because it is a time without bliss, a 
time of spiritual darkness and of weakness. And since I love all My living creations I also approach all 
people so that they will learn to recognise their Father and submit to His will.  But someone who 

A
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nevertheless opposes Me will  not be forced by Me. However,  he prepares  a burdensome fate for 
himself, he deprives himself of heavenly blissfulness, he forsakes precious treasures for the sake of 
transient earthly possessions.... and he will still remain separated from Me for an endless time and will 
thus be controlled by My adversary.... yet always because of his own fault....

Amen

Father-child relationship with God.... B.D. No. 6800

April 7th 1957

ou enter into the right relationship with Me when you see your  Father in Me and not merely 
your God and Creator of eternity.... For I want you to become children who entrust themselves to 

their Father with love; I don't just want to be feared and revered but be wholeheartedly loved, so as to 
be able to delight you with My infinite love. I want to achieve a true Father-child relationship, because 
this is supported by love for Me. When I created you, I was only able to externalise you as created 
beings,  even  though I  furnished  you  with  all  gifts  to  the  highest  extent....  I  was  indeed  able  to 
permeate you with My burning, all-consuming love but I was unable to force you into accepting this 
love and responding in kind, because  such reciprocated love could not be as pleasing to Me as the 
love freely granted to Me by My child.... Only love bestowed upon Me in free will induces happiness, 
and I constantly invite My living creations on earth to grant Me this kind of love, because this love 
will also result in their inconceivable bliss. The beings, having voluntarily remained with Me when the 
great fall of the originally created beings happened, can certainly also be called inconceivably happy, 
for  they  are  constantly  permeated  by  My  love  and  thus  they  are  also  glowing  with  love.... 
Nevertheless, the degree of love and bliss between them and My true children differs, but the former 
can still attain this degree if they likewise voluntarily travel the path which allows them to attain the  
childship to God as well.... the path across earth for the purpose of a mission.... In that case in the 
beginning  they  consider  themselves,  like  any  other  person,  as  God's  'living  creation'  and  must 
establish the relationship of a 'child with its Father' of their own free will. However, every person is 
capable of doing so, every person need only hand himself over to the Power he can acknowledge as 
God and Creator, if he is of good will.... As a result of the human being's devotion to this Power the 
'Father' will take hold of His child and draw it to Himself. Then the child will lose all shyness, all fear  
of him, then it will trustingly come to Me and start to love Me with the love of a child which feels a 
close bond with its Father but which also submits itself to Him with profound humility, which does 
not want to sadden Him but also desire His love, otherwise it is not happy.... Then all its thoughts and 
intentions will be inclined towards Me and the hitherto existing separation will be revoked, then My 
'living creation' will have become My 'child' and the goal I set Myself when I created it will have been  
achieved. And the goal you were given for your life on earth is to establish this true Father-child 
relationship with Me.... As long as I Am merely your God and Creator, Whom you certainly revere 
and fear, you will still be very distant from Me, for then you will still lack the right kind of love which 
urges you towards Me and also recognises the Father in Me.... My illumination of love cannot as yet 
affect you to the extent that it kindles your love and thus love will strive towards love. The love of a  
child for the 'Father' is a different love than you feel for your God and Creator. True love always seeks 
unification, and the union with Me will always ever be one of the child with its Father, because I Am, 
after all, your Father from Whose love you emerged.... And once you have established the correct 
relationship you will also know how close I Am to you and how much I participate in My child's every 
experience, even the smallest.... And you will even come to Me with the smallest request yourselves, 
because you will lose all shyness towards the One Whom you love and honour as your Father.... 
because you hand yourselves over to him with childlike trust and this love will not deny itself, it will 
constantly give pleasure to the child which has found its way home to the Father and is devoted to him 
with burning love....

Y

Amen
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The right Father-child relationship.... B.D. No. 7165

July 14th 1958

xcept ye become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven....' It is an odd 
statement that I expected you to become children, after all, I gave you a whole lifetime, from 

infancy to old age, so that you shall mature on earth. However, you should not use a child's deficiency 
and lack of understanding as an example but the childlike trust towards the Father, which makes My 
Fatherly heart receptive, which I will not reject, which opens the kingdom of heaven for you.... It is 
the truly childlike faith which a child places into its Father, the trusting pleas which ensure that I will 
grant them; it is the humility of a child which can therefore receive an abundance of blessings. And 
can any love ever be more pure and unselfish than that of the child for its Father? A child does not first 
intellectually assess the feelings it has for the Father; it is driven by its heart to the Father and only the 
heart takes the direct path to Me and completely hands itself over to Me. And where the heart of a 
person is moved by such love, My Word is confirmed, for he will truly enter My kingdom, because I 
will never ever let go of him again, I will draw the child to My heart and bestow eternal life upon it in 
blissful happiness.... Furthermore, My Words are intended to tell you that you humans will hardly 
reach your goal  on earth by using intellectual  thinking....  that  therefore increasing adulthood,  the 
fulfilment of life or even intellectual conclusions cannot replace the childlike love for Me.... that the 
right kind of relationship with Me must be that of a child with its Father, for this relationship includes 
everything  needed  for  the  attainment  of  psychological  maturity:  Love,  humility  and  complete 
submission to My will.... But how many people establish this heartfelt relationship with Me.... how 
many are capable of calling upon Me in their heart as a Father Who takes care of His child with  
burning love and helps it in every adversity and danger.... And how few take hold of Me with their 
childlike love and thereby inextricably chain Me to themselves. These people, however, have acquired 
the kingdom of heaven, for it automatically comes to those in whom I can dwell, drawn by the love of 
My child. And thus you will understand that I do not regard those who are great, instead, I bend down 
to those who are small; that I do not value what the human being achieves or has achieved with his 
human abilities and their training, instead, I only look into his heart as such, and that every ray of love 
I discover therein is pleasing to Me, for this ray of love has nothing to do with human abilities, it was 
solely  kindled  through  the  heartfelt  bond  with  Me,  which  characterises  the  right  Father-child 
relationship. And therefore only a 'true child' will take possession of My kingdom, as I have promised 
through My Word....

E

Amen

God's gift of love and grace.... Attaining the original state.... B.D. No. 7109

May 2nd 1958

f you are constantly assured of My love and grace you should also request it, for the effect on you 
only becomes noticeable when your will grants access to My love and grace. My love for you is 

truly greater than great; however, I must make it a condition that you desire My love, that you appeal  
to Me for providing you with loving gifts of grace, because you once rejected My love and thus must 
now also agree to  enter  the circuit  of  My flow of  love again....  Then you will  be assured of an 
unlimited supply of strength of love. The fact that My love for you will never end nevertheless does 
not exclude your willingness to receive it, and as long as this willingness is lacking in you, it will be 
impossible for My love to take effect, because it is eternal law that love does not tolerate resistance, 
but neither does it enforce the surrender of resistance. Consequently, you have an immense treasure of 
grace at your disposal, for everything My love offers you are blessings, because they are undeservedly 
granted to you if only you are willing to accept them. Therefore you can be called immensely rich on 
earth, since you can determine your own amount of wealth.... No limitations are imposed on you by 
Me, you need only ever ask and My love will grant what you desire.... However, when I speak of 
'blessings' guaranteed by My love I do not mean earthly possessions but only the means you, that is, 
your souls, need for attaining eternal life.... It includes everything that helps you regain the blissful 
state you possessed in the very beginning when you were able to work and create with Me and in My 

I
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will. Only this state guarantees the unlimited beatitude for which I once created you, and sooner or 
later you must reach this state.... But eternities may still pass by; nevertheless, you can also achieve it 
in a very short time.... The time of your earthly existence as a human being is sufficient enough for 
you to gain this perfect state, providing you make good use of this time.... And for this you need an 
abundance of blessings.... means of help offered by My infinite love which you must not reject if you 
don't want to prolong the time of your distance from Me, the time of your wretched state, of your own 
doing. And if I give you the assurance that you still possess My boundless love, that I do not hold your 
past apostasy against you, that I would like to help you attain this life of bliss again, then you should 
make every effort to enable yourself to enter into the previous relationship with Me once more.... You 
should only want Me to give you My love again as before and, with this sincere resolve, you will open 
yourselves to receiving My grace, you will feel My love and then also make correct use of all means 
of grace, and thus it will not take long until your state of weakness changes.... For your soul will  
mature, it will increase in realisation and strength because, through the influx of My strength of love,  
which no longer meets with resistance, it is stimulated into kind-hearted activity and this will result in  
more light and strength again. For once the human being has the will to subordinate himself to My 
will I shall increasingly illuminate him with My love, I will never ever let go of him because he 
acknowledges Me Myself again and desires to be closely united with Me once more....

Amen

Ultimate goal is union with God.... B.D. No. 8093

February 2nd 1962

he perfection of all things is their unity with Me.... for everything in existence, everything that is 
visible to you humans, from hard matter up to the human being, is My once-emanated strength 

which were shaped into beings according to My will but which distanced themselves from the primary 
source of strength, thereby becoming incapable of any kind of activity which necessitated strength, 
and which therefore were reshaped by Me into creations of the most varied kinds.... And all these 
creations also sheltered spiritual substance which had fallen away from Me and gradually helped it 
towards perfection.... Even matter itself takes this process of higher development.... thus everything 
strives towards perfection. All beings' perfection guarantees their unification with Me, their eternal 
God and Creator....  The strength,  having flowed forth from Me,  returns  to the primary source of 
strength again, every being unites with Me and finds supreme bliss in this unification.... Anyone who 
knows about this process which extends over eternities, anyone who is initiated in My eternal plan of 
Salvation, is indeed already close to perfection, because this information already proves that he is 
illuminated by My light of love which was once voluntarily rejected by the being. In the state of 
imperfection,  in the state of distance from Me, the self-aware being....  the human being....  is still  
unable to perceive this light of realisation, for only My illumination will give him this light, and this  
illumination can only be conveyed to a person who voluntarily opens his heart, thus, who desires light 
from Me. And opening the heart presupposes the will to approach Me again, thus the human being is 
already on the path of return to Me, from Whom he once separated of his own free will. Then there 
will be a conscious striving for perfection, for the person will make an effort to live according to My 
will,  he  will  subordinate  himself  to  My  will  and  that  means  that  his  nature  will  adapt  itself  
increasingly more to  My fundamental  nature,  that  it  will  change into love again,  because  it  will  
constantly open itself to My ray of love and will want to receive it.... All resistance in the being will 
have been broken and nothing will stand in the way of unity with Me.... it will be moving towards 
perfection. And in this state it must also gain realisation.... the human being will be initiated into My 
eternal plan of Salvation, he will once again penetrate the most profound knowledge which the being 
possessed in the beginning, and it will be able to delight other people with this knowledge if they are 
willing to accept it.

T

And thus you humans can understand that a light which grants you knowledge about your beginning 
and your whole process of higher development after the apostasy from Me can only be kindled in you 
by Me Myself, for only I know all secrets and only I can reveal most profound wisdom to you.... I  
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Myself Am the light Which illuminates you when you are being initiated into the truth, and I truly 
know to what degree My ray of love, that intends to lead you to perfection, can strike you. Yet you can 
rejoice and cheer that the knowledge at your disposal was directly conveyed to you by My love.... you 
can be glad that you received spiritual wealth imparted to you by Me Myself through My dormant 
indwelling spirit.... My infinite love even pursued you when you were still vastly distant from Me....  
without self-awareness, disintegrated and struggling through endless pain to come higher.... However, 
once  you  reached  the  stage  of  self-awareness  again,  you  were  seized  by  My  love  and  it  took 
possession of you.... You were given a tiny spark of love to accompany you, which was able to enter  
into contact with Me providing it was your will.... which, as part of Me, was able to take effect in you  
as soon as you allowed for it.... This spark love is not effective against your will, but the fact that it is  
in you in the state of a human being also provides you with the guarantee that you can completely 
unite  yourselves  with Me again....  And this  part  of  Me in you bestows bright  light  upon you,  It 
instructs you in all truthfulness as soon as you merely allow It to take effect. Then you may delve ever 
deeper into the truth, brightest realisation will be granted to you once more and you can emanate the 
light again which enlightens you from within. For you consciously established the relationship with 
Me, otherwise I would be unable to take effect in you, because I do not enforce My influence upon a 
person but expect his complete devotion until I reveal Myself to him.... However, in that case the 
spiritual communion will  have taken place....  I  distribute food and drink as nourishment for your 
soul.... I give you the bread of heaven, the water of life.... I will speak to you and My Word will come  
alive in you.... the soul will perfect itself and be as one with Me for time and eternity....

Amen
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